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EDITORIAL: QUESTIONS OF POLICY 
Thanks to the many colleagues who have contributed papers, 
helped with editorial tasks, subscribed and obtained subscriptions, 
or given welcome advice and moral support, HM has survived a three- 
year gestation and two years since birth with every prospect of 
a long and vigorous life. This issue will go to nearly double the 
original 700 subscribers. The flow of manuscripts seems likely 
soon to produce a modest backlog. Enthusiasm and willingness to 
help are undiminished. International collaboration in the journal 
is a reality. The journal is solvent in spite of very modest sub- 
scription charges. Of course, a continuation of this happy state 
of affairs is not automatic. It requires very broad support and 
participation, and for this reason I wish to share with all read- 
ers some questions of policy. 
Succession: The distinguished predecessors of HiY were as- 
sociated with their founders and died with them. If HM is to 
avoid this fate, we must prepare and carry through a prompt trans- 
fer of editorial responsibility to younger hands. 
Decentralization of editorial decisions: A high degree of 
centralization was essential in the early stages of preparing and 
founding the journal . Continued centralized management of finances 
subscriptions, communication, copy editing, and printing is most 
efficient, but there is no such advantage in a narrow assignment 
of editorial responsibility. On the contrary. 
First, this journal is the organ of the international com- 
munity of historians of mathematics, and as such it should reflect 
a variety of approaches both substantive and methodological. It 
should not be the expression of the preferences of only one indi- 
vidual or subgroup. 
Second, no one individual can be competent to judge papers 
iI\ all branches of our subject. 
Third, the editorial work is too heavy for one person. 
Finally, broad participation is the only way to bring for- 
ward new leadership to assure succession. 
Of course, there must be an individual who makes final 
decisions (the cost and slowness of communication make collective 
decision feasible only exceptionally), but I believe that the 
work should be organized so that the editor-in-chief acts pri- 
marily as a communication node to implement the judgements and 
advice of others. 
To this end we have invited a number of colleagues to become 
associate editors with responsibility for handling submitted 
manuscripts in special fields (arranging for refereeing, working 
with authors on revision, deciding on acceptance or rejection, 
and preparing accepted papers for publication). Other associate 
editors have agreed to share -responsibility for soliciting and 
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editing book reviews. A list of associate editors appears in- 
side the front cover. We hope to add to it so as to cover our 
field more completely. 
The abstracts department remains in the hands of the editor, 
but a substantial and increasing number of colleagues are covering 
agreed-upon journals, fields, or countries. More volunteers are 
needed. 
Content: There have been many expressions of satisfaction 
from subscribers and readers of library copies. A few colleagues 
have written that the quality of papers should be improved. 
Naturally, we are pleased by the former and agree heartily with 
the latter. Like every journal, we accept what are judged to be 
the best manuscripts submitted and assist authors to make revi- 
sions in the light of expert comments. We have accepted less than 
half the submitted papers and none merely to fill space. Indeed, 
we feel no obligation to print a specific number of pages, al- 
though volume 2 contains over one hundred pages more than were 
planned. As the number of papers submitted increases, we may 
have to refuse acceptable papers simply because of lack of space. 
If that happens, should we be printing more pages? 
The generalities above are probably widely acceptable, but 
correspondence indicates some difference of opinion on the right 
degree of specialization for HM articles. The real issue here is 
the appropriate audience for an HM paper. Should a paper on Euler 
be wsitten for Euler experts or for a broader audience interested 
in Euler? Either sort of article may be of the highest quality, 
even though some scholars confuse quality with narrowness of the 
possible audience. My own opinion is as follows: 
Papers in HM should be addressed to a broad audience of his- 
torians of mathematics, historians of science, and mathematicians 
interested in the history of mathematics. On any particular 
topic in the history of mathematics there is only a handful of 
experts in the world, They do not need a journal to communicate 
with each other! Of course basic documents and treatises of 
interest only to specialists should be published somewhere be- 
cause of their value to future as well as contemporary scholars, 
but they belong in reference works, books, and journals designed 
for this purpose (inevitably expensive and with narrow circula- 
tion) . This is not the function of Historia Mathematics. In 
short, I view HM as a journal in the traditional sense of a med- 
ium of communication to be read by its subscribers rather than 
as an archive to be deposited for reference. 
Limitations on freedom of expression: Any “censorship” of 
authors by editors is distasteful, but some limitations are es- 
sential in addition to the requirement of relevance and the quality 
of scholarship and exposition. There is no limitation on specific 
criticisms or on the expression of opinions not shared by the 
editors or referees, but as forumulated in the May 1972 Notae de 
HISTORIA MATHEMATICA (2(l), p. 6): “Among the many kinds of 
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articles that will not be acceptable are.. . (7) Papers involving 
libel, slander, or attacks on individuals, groups, organizations, 
governments, etc., as such. (Vigorous scholarly discussion of 
controversial ideas and issues will be encouraged and can be con- 
ducted effectively without coming under this prohibition.)” The 
essential difference between permitted criticisms and unpublish- 
able attacks is that the former are specific, factual, and sub- 
stantive in formulation, while the latter are general, inferential, 
and personal. It is permissible to call attention to an error (or 
an act) from which it might be inferred that the individual (gov- 
ernment) is incompetent (malevolent), but it is not permissible 
to assert the general conclusion. This is well established in 
court proceedings, where the witness may deny the truth of what 
another witness has said, but he may not call him a liar. 
No one has objected to the above policy, but occasionally 
a writer--goaded beyond endurance by errors of his colleagues, 
unfair treatment of his work, or one of the many injustices in 
the world--has submitted material that violates it. We apologize 
to one colleague about whom an insulting assertion slipped by 
the editorial pencil, and to several colleagues whose purple 
prose had to be rejected. 
Some may prefer to describe this policy as one of requiring 
good manners, others good taste or even merely good schol.arship, 
since insulting generalizations are expressions of passion not 
susceptible of rigorous justification. But I feel that the main- 
tenance of this exclusion is essential to preserve our scholarly 
focus and to avoid using our precious pages for controversies 
only tangential to our purpose and certainly harmful to j.ts real- 
ization. If we allow an individual to insult another, we must 
permit an answer (if the victim is not poised enough to ignore 
the bad manners of the offender). If we allow individuals to 
attack the misdeeds of their favorite devil, we must allow all 
the same right--and our journal would soon become Hysteria 
Mathematics. 
Subscriptions: The number of subscribers is respectable, 
but we need more. There remains a substantial potential among 
both libraries and individuals. Libraries, in spite of curtailed 
budgets, may be impressed by the fact that ours is a readable 
journal with a unique coverage and a reasonable cost. Individuals 
could hardly find a comparable bargain among journals. HM costs 
individuals less than 2$ a page, compared to as much as 1OQ or 
more for other journals. But perhaps it is too much of ,a bargain. 
In spite of inflation, we have not raised the subscription rate 
for individuals since the journal was founded. An increase of 
nearly 400% in postal rates is forcing us to increase the indi- 
vidual rate from $10 ($8 in advance) to $12 ($10 in advance) be- 
ginning with the current volume 3. A larger subscription price 
would not be out of line. If we can increase the number of sub- 
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scribers and keep other costs down in spite of inflation, a fur- 
ther increase may be avoided. 
We welcome correspondence on these and other matters con- 
cerning the welfare of HM. 
THE POSTAL STRIKE AND SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Because the Canadian postal strike delayed correspondence 
and payments, individual subscribers may still purchase volume 
2 for $10 prior to April 1, instead of at the back issue rate of 
$25 ordinarily applicable after January 1. 
The postal strike has held up editorial correspondence 
also, and unfortunately not all proofs of articles published in 
this issue were received by press time. But the last issue of 
volume 2 and this first issue of volume 3 have been printed on 
time. 
INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION 
ON THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS 
(Excerpts from Bulletin No. 1 of the International Union of the 
History and Philosophy of Science, Division of History of Science, 
September 1975.) 
From the summary report of the session of the General 
Assembly in Tokyo, 20 and 24 August 1974: 
“Outstanding progress can be reported from one International 
Committee, namely that on the History of Mathematics. It has 
launched a new journal, establishing a considerable body of mem- 
bership, and has already exerted considerable influence in its 
field. It is evident that the role of the Division in relation 
to bodies as effective as this should in future be that of co- 
ordination and of providing a common voice in the councils of 
the larger international bodies.” (Secretary’s Report, p. 9) 
“The publications of the Mathematics Commission were a 
model of effectiveness, Historia Mathematics having developed 
rapidly into a widely accepted well-subscribed journal. For its 
future to be guaranteed however, it needed an even larger circu- 
lation, and members were requested to make this a matter of 
concern .‘I (P. 14) 
